Elizabeth Fournier’s Green Burial Guidebook now
Available
BORING,OR— If you live your life to “reduce, reuse and
recycle,” your greener life naturally should be followed
by a greener death. A green burial, or natural burial, is a
modest method for your eco-ending: The deceased body
is buried in an ecological casket or simple shroud with
no chemical additives for embalming or the grass. Green burial may
seem like a trending choice, but in
the not-too-distant past, we kept
our recently departed family member in our home, would have a local carpenter craft a basic box for a
casket, we would prepare a burial
site in the backyard, and then handle the burial as a community with
some gentle reflection and repose.
Funeral director Elizabeth Fournier’s Green Burial Guidebook showcases the wild popularity of the
green burial movement. This is a
great book for understanding the
cultural imperative for eco-dispositions which is attracting significant
media interest and an upsurge internationally. It will help families navigate through natural burial choices
by providing support and the facts
behind this type of burial, and by
through the whole process: from the time she died until the
time she was buried. She felt she’d been true to her calling
as a funeral director to help a loving group of family and
friends get what they needed from their send-off. Since
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then, Elizabeth has turned her attention towards advocacy
for natural death practices.
Elizabeth Fournier owns and operates Cornerstone Funeral Services in Boring, OR, where she is affectionately
known as the Green Reaper for her green burial advocaproviding DIY instruction needed
to take care of a loved one.
About ten years back, Elizabeth’s
calling as an undertaker took on new
meaning. Her funeral parlor phone
rang, and a woman asked if she
could meet her and some friends at
their favorite pub to discuss funeral
arrangements for a woman named
Wanda, who had just died. Wanda’s
friends were a close-knit group of
gentle people. While filling out the
death certificate, they were stumped
as to why they weren’t allowed to list
Wanda’s occupation as “Wanderer”
and her industry as “the Earth.” After
all, that was how Wanda saw herself.
Wanda’s family and friends conducted her funeral in their own way,
and Elizabeth could see how much
comfort it gave them to be able to
stay with her and take care of her
body themselves. They were with her
cy. She serves on the advisory board for the Green Burial
Council, the environmental certification organization setting the standard for green burial in North America. The
book is available on Amazon.com.
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